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FINANCIAL SERVICES COUNCIL - LIFE INSURANCE DRAFT CODE OF PRACTICE 2.0
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) welcomes the opportunity to provide
its views to the Financial Services Council (FSC) on the Life Insurance Draft Code of Practice
2.0 (the Life Code).
APRA’s mandate is to undertake prudential supervision of regulated institutions, which
includes life insurers. In undertaking this mandate, APRA is required to balance the objectives
of financial safety and efficiency, competition, contestability and competitive neutrality, and, in
balancing these objectives, to promote financial stability in Australia.
APRA notes that the Life Code has been developed by the life insurance industry through the
FSC to:




promote high standards of service to consumers;
provide a benchmark of consistency within the industry; and
establish a framework for professional behaviour and responsibilities.

APRA is supportive of the work the FSC has done to date in this regard, and would like to
raise the following points for consideration.
Section 3 - Policy design and disclosure


APRA’s view it is that it would be appropriate for the Life Code to explicitly include
expectations regarding the initial pricing of new insurance policies. For example
‘premiums will be a true reflection of the expected experience’; and ‘if increases are
already expected in the short term, disclosure of the extent and timing of the changes’.
This would ensure that instances where insurers have plans to increase premiums in
the future (in addition to other price increases due to experience) are disclosed and
made explicit to the policyholder. This could further be achieved in a manner akin to
3.6c as currently proposed, where an illustration about how future premiums are
expected to increase is to be included.

Section 4 - Sales practices and advertising


The consideration of the price or premium against the benefits of the policy, taking into
account the applicant’s/policyholder’s needs and informing the applicant/policyholder
of any anticipated changes to premiums in the short term already known to the life
insurer, could usefully be included in the list of expectations.



More guidance could also be given on the definition of ‘free’ or ‘guaranteed’ in 4.1 g,
as well as what ‘best interests duty of financial advisers…’ in 4.2 c is intended to
specifically encompass (e.g. price considerations and sustainability of product
offerings).

Section 8 - When you make a claim




In APRA’s view, 8.2A should include all the available benefits under all life insurance
policies held by the insured with the life insurer, rather than being limited to the specific
policy being claimed on. APRA’s view is that it should initially include at least all retail
policies, and should include group policies as soon as practicable.
8.14A stipulates that whenever a claim is closed because information needed is
outstanding, for the purpose of relevant timeframes the calculated claims duration is
restarted from the date the claim is reopened. This differs from APRA’s life claims data
collection1, which starts from the claim received date regardless of whether the claim
is subsequently closed and reopened. This approach is simple, ensures consistency
between insurers and avoids calculated processing times that do not reflect the
consumer’s experience of the duration. If the FSC is minded to retain the proposed
approach, APRA believes it would be appropriate to ‘pause’ rather than ‘restart’ the
calculation of relevant timeframes, and to establish a minimum period that insurers
must wait before closing a claim.

Section 27 - Definitions


The definition of ‘claim received’ refers to ‘sufficient information’ being received,
whereas APRA’s life claims data collection uses the ‘first piece of information’. APRA
believes the latter is less ambiguous and more reflective of the consumer’s experience
of the claim duration, and that consistency is desirable.

Scope of Chapter 2 of the Life Code


APRA notes that Chapter 2 of the Life Code commences on 1 July 2019, but trustees
have until 20 June 2021 to comply. Given the community concern over the handling
and payment of claims across the life insurance industry, APRA expects that best
endeavours will be undertaken by trustees to comply with the requirements as soon
as possible.

APRA looks forward to following the progress of the development of the revised Life Code,
and anticipates that any recommendations made by the Royal Commission into Misconduct
in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, relevant to the Life Code, are
also taken into account by the FSC.
If you would like to discuss, please do not hesitate to contact me or Mr Peter Kohlhagen,
Senior Manager, Policy Development, on 02 9210 3363 or at peter.kohlhagen@apra.gov.au.
Yours sincerely

Geoff Summerhayes
Executive Board Member
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